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I'm us Poet Laureate, Tracy K. Smith. And this is the slow down.

00:24
I smoked my first cigarette in 1990. And I'm not exactly sure why. Maybe it was all the movies I'd
grown up watching, where smoking was an indication of a person's complexity, or emotional
depth of her social finesse, sex appeal, or wealth. Yes, I knew the health risks. But I was 18 years
old and cocky enough to believe nothing grave or incurable could ever touch me. Knock, what?
What is it people always say, when it comes time to own up to the stupid stuff they did when they
were young. It was another time. But really, it was. There was a smoking section in my college
dining hall. There were smoking rose on airplanes, the most stylish and effortlessly adult seeming
students on campus smoked. And so that's the habit My friends and I took up in our effort to
emulate them. It didn't take long for smoking to go from being something I was trying out to
something I did. When say I was bored, or nervous or hungry or upset. The habit helped smooth
over all the many awkward moments in a day. I remember smoking breaks at the different jobs I
held and smoking in foreign countries. The five minute friendships a cigarette could ignite. But
mostly, what I remember is the feeling of anger that often sent me to my pack the dread or anger
or worry, more often than not romantic in nature. The heart ache made me want to char some
part of myself until it no longer stung. I remember the empty stomach and the awful taste in the
mouth in the heart. feeling stuck in place, desperate to shift gears or switch tracks. But sitting
there lighting one cigarette off the butt of another. I quit smoking in my 30s and almost in
voluntarily. When I stumbled upon the miracle of happiness, my old habit now repulses me. I'm
not sure if it's just plain old hypocrisy, or an understandable sense of regret at the feelings I once
allowed to prey upon me. I see the ghost of my old self in today's poem, elegy for smoking by
Patrick Phillips. elegy for smoking by Patrick Phillips. It's not the drug I miss. But all those minutes
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we used to steal outside the library, under restaurant awnings out on porches, by the quiet fields,
and how kind it used to make us when we'd laugh, and throw our heads back and watch the
dragon's breath float from our mouths all ravenous and doomed. Which is why I quit Of course,
like almost everyone, and stay inside these days staring at my phone, chewing toothpicks and
figuring the bill. While out the window. The smokers gather in their same old constellations like
memories of ourselves, or like the remnants of some decimated tribe come down out of the hills
to tell their stories in the lightly falling rain to be for a moment, simply there and nowhere else
faces glowing each time they lift to their lips. The little flame.
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Slow down is a production of American Public Media, in partnership with the Library of Congress
and the Poetry Foundation. To get a poem delivered to you daily, go to slow down show.org and
sign up for our newsletter.
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